
THE ALLOGA GATEWAY: PROVIDING COMPLETE 
CONTROL OF SUPPLY CHAIN INFORMATION

The Alloga Gateway is a fully integrated solution that manages your outsourced healthcare 
supply chain needs. Whether it’s stock levels for business analysis, order creation, shipped 
order reports, or tracking information; all data is there to access whenever it’s needed. The 
Gateway offers you near real time information at any point in time, whether it be in one 
local or regional distribution centre or across multiple countries. All information with live 
updates whether in DC or in transit can be accessed.

For Order to Cash clients, the Gateway also provides full order capabilities and order status 
updates. With the Gateway reporting tools, your inventory and order information is right 
at your fingertips. Accessible 24 hours a day 365 days a year, the Gateway allows you to 
remain in control of your supply chain.

Data Connection Services

CONNECTING  
YOUR  
SUPPLY CHAIN

Inventory 
management*

- Inventory visibility

- Batch, expiry, status and 
quantity at warehouse 
location level

- Inventory monitoring for: 
expiry date and levels

Full Service  
sales reporting*  
(supporting order to cash)

- Daily sales by product  
and customer

- Credit status and returns

- Work in progress reporting

- Forward orders

Order tracking*

- Status updates of  
order progress

- ETA’s throughout the 
delivery cycle

- POD access & download

*Requirements to be discussed locally due to possible in-market variation



What is unique about the Alloga Gateway?

• Multi-Market connection and visibility: 
Alloga sites across Europe are all connected giving you visibility in one system / 
format and full control across your entire supply chain. 

• Near real-time information access: 
All your data in near real-time to provide you access to updated inventory 
and order information. All you need to access the information is an internet 
connection.

• Access recent and historical despatch notes: 
Despatch notes are archived in the Gateway so electronic copies are always 
available. It also allows filter searching for quick access to the information you 
need.

• QC release via the Gateway: 
In some markets, QA’s can remotely release batch or pallet specific stock for 
sale. This is fully audited and security assessed. Gives immediate remote release 
and avoiding any communication delays.

• Free webinars and training: 
Alloga provides ongoing support for you and your team. Through online 
training sessions, we provide targeted training to ensure you truly benefit from 
this advanced technology.

• Order creation via the Gateway: 
By processing orders directly into our Warehouse Management System (WMS), 
you can create complex orders without developing costly interfaces. This system 
includes full tracking system so you can see who created the order and where it 
is going.

• Customised setup and navigation: 
The Alloga Gateway can be adapted to individual client preferences, so you can 
choose your own approach and create a workspace devoted to your own users. 
We offer a dedicated team for the interface of systems to ensure a smooth 
transition.

• Ensuring optimum stock levels: 
The system enables you to set safety stock limits, which will prevent stock levels 
dropping below your set amount. This is supported by automatic email updates 
detailing stock holding and expiry dates.

• Full order tracking: 
You are able to track orders right from request up until proof of delivery. Live 
tracking updates are also available, enabling you to check the progress of an 
order at any time.

To see how Alloga can support your business, please visit our website at www.alloga-network.com


